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Abstract
This paper presents the results of a terminological work on a reference corpus in the domain of Biomedicine. In particular, the research
tends to analyse the use of certain terms in Biomedicine in order to verify their change over the time with the aim of retrieving from
the net the very essence of documentation. The terminological sample contains words used in BioNLP and biomedicine and identifies
which terms are passing from scientific publications to the daily press and which are rather reserved to scientific production.
The final scope of this work is to determine how scientific dissemination to an ever larger part of the society enables a public of
common citizens to approach communication on biomedical research and development; and its main source is a reference corpus made
up of three main repositories from which information related to BioNLP and Biomedicine is extracted.
This study is divided in three sections: 1) an introduction dedicated to data extracted from scientific documentation; 2) the second
section devoted to methodology and data description; 3) the third part containing a statistical representation of terms extracted from the
archive: indexes and concordances allow to reflect on the use of certain terms in this field and give possible keys for having access to
the extraction of knowledge in the digital era.
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1.

Introduction

Since the advent of the www technologies in the '90s,
computing has had a strong impact on modern society
offering new opportunities of expansion for future
research. In these years the Internet has evolved to such an
extent that the important changes in the field of
acquisition, storage and transmission of data have
provided new resources to the web society, satisfying its
needs for constantly updated information. Such
information can appear in journals published online, either
started as electronic publications or made available in
electronic format only afterwards. New forms of
publication have emerged, providing the scientific
community with free and easy access to research studies
and establishing a direct relation between producers and
consumers who share knowledge on the web.
Different terms used to communicate the same idea can
generate linguistic ambiguity, since the same word or
phrase can allow for more than one interpretation, thus
affecting the information retrieval process. It follows that
the queries which are made through these linguistic
variations do not always obtain the response looked for
and large amounts of information, although available, do
not emerge from the web because the term is not present
in the document requested. Access to the semantic
contents of a document can become extremely difficult in
the case of polysemy (when a word has two or more
similar meanings) or of synonymy (when a word means
the same as another word). Computer science is
increasingly and progressively permeating every area of
human life and human sciences: since some years the
technological advancements in computer science find
applications in many scientific fields thus creating new
interdisciplinary domains.

At the intersection of information, computation and
biological sciences, there exists an interdisciplinary
research field that has been growing steadily over the last
decade [Prosdocimi et al. 2009]. As a matter of fact,
biology, medicine and computer science combine for
shaping new research fields such as Biocomputing,
Bioinformatics, Biotechnology, Biomedical Informatics,
Medical Informatics. The need to name these new-born
domains leads to the use of neologisms and compound
terms.
With regard to this matter Dardano says: “Il progressivo
diffondersi dei composti è uno dei percorsi più fruttuosi
dell’evoluzione delle lingue romanze” [Dardano 2009].
In Italian the compound terms are commonly widespread,
as for example the words with the prefix bio-: also the
Treccani Encyclopaedia notes that “the invasion of
compound terms with bio- ("bio-industry", "bio-recipe",
etc.) is a phenomenon to be reported” [Treccani].
The Osservatorio Neologico della Lingua Italiana (Onli)
is a research project by Giovanni Adamo e Valeria Della
Valle with the aim of studying lexical innovation in the
Italian language (with particular reference to neologisms
taken from newspapers) for trying to define current trends
in their creation. Here is what they report about their
language in 2003: “One aspect worth mentioning of the
semantic evolution of some Italian forms is the new value
given to certain affixes. Our databank demonstrates, for
example, that in the last few decades a new semantic
value has developed for the prefix bio-, as a result of the
development of biotechnology” [Adamo et al 2003].
From Greek bios (life), the prefix bio- is used for
indicating the natural elements and generates several
combining forms in many different languages: the most
significant example is given by the English BioNLP, built
by combining the adjective bio- with the acronym NLP
(Natural Language Processing). The following are recent
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definitions of the compound form:
“BioNLP recently emerged from the combined expertise
of molecular biology and computational linguistics” [Van
Landenghem et al. 2009];
“BioNLP has developed its own characteristics to process
the domain language of biology and medicine” [Prince et
al. 2009];
“BioNLP is the branch of computational linguistics
developing tools and algorithms tailored to the life
sciences domain”[Engelken 2009].
The combination of terms such as computer,
computational, natural language processing with terms of
the biomedical domain might seem an improbable union
but it is actually witnessed by the existence of an area of
interest between the processing of medical information
and the analysis and processing of language. This
terminological combination arose only some decades ago
while in the past expressions such as Automated
Processing of Medical Language (1969), Computational
Linguistics in Medicine (1977), Computers and medical
language (1979), Medical Language Processing:
Computer Management of Narrative Data (1987) were
used when referring to developing techniques for
analysing and processing the natural language form of
medical information.
To this respect, here is what Pratt and Milos say in 1969
about the pertinence of linguistic tools to the medicine
domain: “Several noted scientists, such as Bar-Hillel, have
expressed a pessimistic view in regard to practical
implementation of machine translation. Nevertheless,
there is merit in continuing efforts for more fundamental
research in the area of formal and applied linguistics and
computer applications. Even if we are not able to resolve
all the problems in language processing at once, limited
goals can be attained and tested for validity by design of a
model for language processing within a restricted
language domain, such as medicine” [Pratt et al. 1969].
Over the last decades the development of NLP techniques
allowed to retrieve specialistic knowledge from
repositories like Medline and PubMed which are archives
specifically dedicated to the fields of medicine,
biomedicine and molecular biology. The scientific
production on this topic progressively increased, the
research ranging from information retrieval to knowledge
extraction, knowledge classification, taxonomy, text
mining, etc. [Prince et al. 2009].

2.

Methods

The source of our analysis for this terminological study is
constituted by two institutional repositories and one
newspaper corpus. Subject-based information are related
to BioNLP and Biomedicine:
1) first of all the corpus called ALPAC, created using
the DBT software (Textual Data-Base, CNR-ILC patent)
and containing 14,800 titles of articles presented at
international conferences (mainly from ACL Anthology
and LRECs, implemented by other titles from conferences
of the NLP field) as well as data coming from the
bibliographical analysis of the early ‘60s issues of the

Computers and the Humanities Journal (now Language
Resources and Evaluation) [Pardelli et al. 2004 and 2006].
From this corpus containing 175,050 words (titles and
authors only), the terms with the prefix bio/bio- have been
extracted and the results are shown in Figure 1: in the
period 1969-2008 (2010 is only LREC), it can be
observed, for instance, that till the first years of the XXIst
century the term medical was the most employed while
from 2003 onwards the term biomedical progressively
became the most used.

Figure 1

2) The second set of sample terms is extracted from the
scientific publications of the biomedical domain which
can be found in the Publication Management system
(PuMa) of the Institute of Information Science and
Technology (ISTI) of the National Research Council of
Italy (CNR). PuMa is then a software infrastructure, userfocused and service-oriented, developed by the ISTI
Institute: the system functionalities manage, for different
collections, the whole life-cycle of different types of
documents, from their submission by authors to their
dissemination through web access. The most important
PUMA feature is its capability to allow stored content to
be reusable for different purposes, so that researchers and
librarians can manipulate this content to fulfill scientific
and administrative issues.
PUMA also constitutes the first step towards creating the
Italian network of CNR institutional repositories, looking
at the DRIVER vision, i.e., building an infrastructure that
allows European research institutions to share content and
functionality. It presently manages CNR institutional
repositories containing globally about 21000 documents
covering different disciplines. Biomedicine repository
contains about 3500 items describing documents of
different types, i.e. published documents – journal papers,
books or book chapters, conference papers etc. – and Grey
Literature ones – project deliverables, technical reports,
theses and so on. A great part of these documents are
Open Access. The textual database of this bibliographical
cards (title, abstract and keyword only) contains 732,412
words in total and covers the same period (1970-2010).
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This digital archive is a repository indeed rich of
compound terms with the prefix bio-, among which the
most frequent are listed here in Figure 2 [Sassi et al. 2010].

The first step of the research focused on the process of
indexing the three archives by using the DBT 1 software;
in the second phase concordances have been created for
the three repositories while the third step consisted in the
extraction of words with the prefix bio (with the
respective date). Those indexes have then been manually
checked and words from the second corpus (PuMa) have
been chosen and collected for allowing a graphical
elaboration; in many cases, English terms and the
corresponding Italian translations have been grouped
under the same concept.
The overall set of sample words with the prefix bio
contains names of domain areas, acronyms of application
systems, names of research projects and initiatives in the
BioNLP field, in the medicine field and also words
extracted from the Italian press related to the biomedical
domain.
Figure 4 reproduces the result of processing the PuMa
corpus: the chosen keyword for searching the scientific
documentation of the archive is BioMarker/BioMarcatore.

Figure 2

3) Finally, a third sample is constituted by the results of
the analysis of three Italian newspapers (Il Corriere della
Sera, la Repubblica, La Stampa) in the years 1999-2010,
from which the articles pertaining to the health domain
have been retrieved; then, the analysis concentrated only
on words with the prefix bio- and, more in depth, on
those common words used in scientific communication as
well as in articles of Italian newspapers in the given
period. This corpus contains 33,683 full-text articles for a
total of 14,552,196 words (see Figure 3).

Figure 4

Figure 5 is the graphical visualization of the relations
between terms and clusters of meaning, as a result of the
above mentioned search within the PuMa corpus.

Figure 3

Given the high number of lexical forms, the graph of
Figure 3 has been built by grouping the forms by
entry/hyperonym (for example, the following forms have
been grouped under the entry biologia: biologa, biologhe,

Instead in Figure 6 are shown the results of the same
search on the corpus of Italian newspapers.

biologi, biologia, biologica, biological, biologically, biologicals,
biologiche, biologici, biologico, biologie,
biologique,
biologismo, biologista, biologistica, biologo, biologos, biology).

1

Figure 5
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Data Base Testuale software by Eugenio Picchi, CNR patent

Figure 6

3.

Results

Nowadays research in this field make use of a
terminology characterized by words formed by prefixes or
acronyms.
The graph of Figure 1 compares the overall use of single
words and acronyms employed and coined in the period
1969-2008 in the biomedical domain by means of the
analysis of titles of the ALPAC corpus which contains
ACL Anthology and LREC articles (the latter pertaining
only to the years 1998-2010). In this time span the
adjective medical remains the leading one while since
1999 the adjective biomedical begins to be spread in the
lexicon of the field as well, with high peaks in the years
2008-1010; while the substantive biology is used only
from 1996 onwards.
The origin of acronyms in the ALPAC repository is
witnessed since 1995 with the use of BioNoculars and
from 1997 onwards there is a steady creation of words
with the prefix bio. Some examples follow:
BioSMILE / Adapting Semantic Role Labeling for
Biomedical Verbs; using a maximum entropy model with
automatically generated template features;
BioSequence / Bio::Sequence objects represent annotated
sequences in bioruby. A Bio::Sequence object is a wrapper
around the actual sequence, represented as either a
Bio::Sequence::NA or AA object;
Bio-Security / Biological surveillance systems in the
United States rely most heavily on human medical data
for signs of epidemic activity;
BioSec / Biometry and Security/ a name for multimodal
database for biometric recognition;
BioScope / annotation for negation, uncertainty and their
scope in biomedical texts the name of the BioScope

corpus. The corpus consists of three parts, namely medical
free texts, biological full papers and biological scientific
abstracts;
Bioscience / The late 1990s saw the beginning of a trend
towards significant growth in the area of biomedical
language processing, and in particular in the use of natural
language processing techniques in the molecular biology
and related computational bioscience domains;
BioNoculars / a statistical unsupervised system, called
BioNoculars, for extracting protein-protein interactions
from biomedical text;
Biomolecular /events are a major category of relationships
in the biomedical domain in which, among others,
relationships involving non molecular entities such as
diseases and static relations such as protein family
memberships are also of interest;
Biometric / The term biometrics, in Information
Technology, refers to an array of techniques to identify
people based on one or more unique behavioural or
physiological characteristics;
Biomedical / this adjective has 1470 occurrences in the
repository;
Biology / this noun has 810 results in the repository;
Biological / this adjective has 959 occurrences in the
repository;
BioKI / BioKI Enzymes is a literature navigation system
that uses a two-step process;
Bioinformatics / this noun has 543 occurrences in the
repository;
BioInfer /Bio Information Extraction Resource /;
BioAR / biomedical anaphora resolution;
The analysis of information extracted from titles of
scientific publications stored in the PuMa System and
visible in the graph of Figure 2 provide words with the
prefix bio in the time spam 1982-201. The fact that within
PuMa compound words are predominant outlines how the
need to name leads to the massive use of the prefix
bio/bio-.
The following are some relevant examples:
Bioactive / Relating to a substance that has an effect on
living tissue;
Biomarker / A specific physical trait used to measure or
indicate the effects or progress of a disease or condition;
Biomass / The total mass of living matter within a given
unit of environmental area;
Biomonitoring / is the measurement of the body burden of
toxic chemical compounds, elements, or their metabolites,
in biological substances;
Biopsy / The removal of a sample of tissue for purposes of
diagnosis. (Many definitions of "biopsy" stipulate that the
sample of tissue is removed for examination under a
microscope.
Bioreactor / A bioreactor is a vessel in which is carried
out a chemical process which involves organisms or
biochemically active substances derived from such
organisms.
Biosensor / is an analytical device for the detection of an
analyte that combines a biological component with a
physicochemical detector component;
Biosyntesis / the production of a chemical compound by a
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living organism;
Biotin / Biotin is a vitamin that is found in small amounts
in numerous foods.

4

Concluding remarks

The analysis of documentation related to scientific
terminology in the field of Biomedicine is especially
relevant because its continuous evolution in the last
decades is very remarkable from a terminological point of
view, especially from the 1960s when the use of the
computer spread over all human activities thanks to the
possibility of using the natural language. In these years,
the need of naming rapidly grew within the computer
science community and the coining of new terms and
compound names satisfied this initial need by linking
terms to their respective semantic and cognitive value.
Nowadays the need of retrieving the great amount of
digital knowledge available on the web is ever more
important: the vast majority of this knowledge is
conveyed by means of textual material stored in scientific
documentary repositories and digital archives. This
documentary world preserves inside the wealth of far-off
terms belonging to the past which have often fallen out of
use as well as a more recent terminological production
derived from the feverish need of coining new terms, a
very common trend in certain branches.
The technical-scientific vocabulary represents a
significant part of the lexicon of any language and plays
an important role in the information exchange between the
experts of the field and the users of the Internet
community, the new market of knowledge where people
producing informative contents can meet (thanks to a
common lexicon) those who are actually looking for that
specific information. Information dissemination on the
World Wide Web contributes to make terminology ever
more important: in particular, the use of certain specific
terms which become the keys for retrieving information.
From this terminological analysis it can be inferred that a
good amount of the set of newly-created words in certain
research fields are not passing from the scientific
production to the daily press: this is the case of the topics
treated by the ACL Anthology as well as by the PuMa
repository. It is rather a terminology for a niche - created
by and destined to experts only - while the press treats just
the more general and comprehensible sense of these terms,
especially when they are connected with certain news
which emphasize their echo on the media.
Moreover, the terminology used in press is often
connected with important ethical themes commonly
debated such as bioethics, which in newspapers and
journals is paired to notions like assisted reproduction and
living will. These themes, although largely debated by the
media, do not appear as such in scientific literature but are
mentioned just in connection with research, for instance,
on stem cells.
The words shared by the three repositories analyzed in
this study (ALPAC corpus, PuMa system and Italian

newspapers corpus) are few: as for the adjectives, only
biomedical is found in all of them.
This example shows an increasing interdisciplinarity
among the fields of biology and medicine, also witnessed
by the unprecedented growth of the volume of biomedical
literature available on the Web which is going alongside
with a growing demand for NLP robust and efficient
methods and techniques for processing biomedical
language.
The union between the medicine domain and Natural
Language Processing dates back to the ‘60s. Since then
NLP - on the one side – has progressively become a tool
for querying knowledge from a major interdisciplinary
domain as biomedicine and, on the other side, it has lately
proved to have the capacity to revamp itself with the
acquisition of new paradigms and evolve to the extent of
creating its own domain: BioNLP.
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